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Message from the Guest Editor

Dear Colleagues,

Chronic pain is a complex phenomenon defined by the
International Association for the Study of Pain as persistent
or recurrent pain lasting more than 3 months or that lasts
beyond normal tissue healing. Modern pain management
must be tailored to each specific patient, considering
several aspects that embrace the intensity of pain, its
pathophysiology, the patient’s comorbidities, the social
context, and psychological aspects. Pharmacological, non-
pharmacological, and also interventional techniques
should be chosen on an individualized basis, with the aim
of achieving “precision pain medicine”. Answers to the
questions, “What is the pathophysiological process that
causes chronic pain in this patient, and how can I
recognize it?”, and subsequently, “What works for this
patient?”, represent challenges for the future that need to
be met in order to improve clinical patient care.

The aim of this Special Issue is to summarize the most
recent evidence on precision pain medicine, with a focus
on diagnosis and treatment. Research articles, reviews, and
communications are welcome.
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Message from the Editorial Board

There has been an explosion of gene and target based
research and therapeutics in the multitude of fields that
compose clinical medicine. The Journal of Clinical
Medicine’s (JCM) staff and editorial board are dedicated to
providing cutting edge, timely, and peer-reviewed articles
covering the diverse subspecialties of clinical medicine.
The journal publishes concise, innovative, and exciting
research articles as well as clinically significant articles and
reviews that are pertinent to the myriad of disciplines
within medicine. The articles published are relevant to both
primary care physicians and specialists. The journal’s full-
texts are archived in PubMed Central and indexed in
PubMed. Please consider submitting your manuscripts for
publication to our journal and check us out on-line!
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